
WINNING IN THE GAME OF LIFE  
with a focus on BRITISH VALUES 



The Programme 

Winning in the Game of Life 

(Spirituality for Kids) 

http://www.spiritualityforkids.com/lessons 

http://www.spiritualityforkids.com/lessons


The Background 
 

The UK education system is unique worldwide as pupils’ 

spiritual, moral, social and cultural development is seen 

to be high priority and an integral part of every school 

curriculum. 

This is not the case in many countries, including the USA.  

 



SFK 

 Spirituality for Kids is a non-profit organisation based in 
California, providing resources to foster spiritual 
awareness and dialogue 

 In 2011 the president and CEO of Spirituality for Kids 
International contacted Milestone Group in London to 
share the material they had developed 

 Milestone’s mission is to ensure that clients get the right 
solutions for their businesses - through consultation, 
brand design, online & multimedia solutions 

 Milestone contacted Prospects Improve to review the 
resources; they realised its potential to support schools 
with pupils’ SMSC development and help them to meet 
Ofsted requirements. 

 



English adaptations 

 Prospects Improve was then asked to re-work the 
resources for English schools, beginning in June 2012 

 Independent consultants began to adapt the materials in 
consultation with Los Angeles and London SFK teams 



Pilot schools 

 The aim was to trial the materials in Spring 2013 using 
the supporting videos and feedback by July 2013 

 Some East Yorkshire schools took part in the pilot 

 Changes made, ready for a more major launch 

 Now British values added, initiating new pilot schools 

 

 



The story of Ari 

The story is based on a young boy called Ari 
 Ari, like many young people, is idealistic, wide-eyed and a 

little bit sarcastic. This sarcasm gets him into trouble 
when he visits Mr. Why’s toy store. 

 



The Game of Life 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Why sees an eagerness to learn within Ari and gives 

him a special game called The Game of Life. 

Ari rushes home to play the game and finds himself as a 

chess piece trapped in an alternate universe where he 

needs to learn the rules of the game in order to get back 

home to his own life. Luckily, along Ari’s interactive 

journey, Mr. Why becomes his guide.  

 



Key ideas considered 

 Rules are a necessary part of the game of life 

 We all have an inner goodness or Spiritual Light 

 We really want to have good feelings 

 What stops us being happy? 

 



Key ideas (cont) 

 There are challenges and opportunities 

 We must care for ourselves and others 

 The four step plan: Stop - Chill out - Ask - Share 

 The importance of sharing and ways to do so 

 We are all connected 

 



Teaching pack 

 Teachers’ handbook 

  12 lessons 

  related online video clips 

  activities for the classroom 

 Pupils’ workbook 

 Pupils’ reflective journal 

 Parents & guardians handbook 

 Notes for RE 

  light in religious traditions 

  links with British values 

 



Winning in the Game of Life 
helps pupils’ 

spiritual, moral, social and cultural 

development (SMSC) 

http://www.milestone-sfk.co.uk/ 
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Videos 

 

Individual videos are on YouTube: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLu5dw

h92fohDILp_F4MKWfOgOjGe3KDQz  

 

 Please note that edits are still being made to 

ensure that the language is as accessible as 

possible for UK schools 

 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLu5dwh92fohDILp_F4MKWfOgOjGe3KDQz
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Winning in the Game of Life 
and the UK curriculum 



Why SMSC? 
 

1944 Education Act 
‘It shall be the duty of the Local Authority for every 

area, as far as their powers extend, to contribute 

towards the spiritual, moral, mental, and physical 

development of the community’ 

 

1988 Education Reform Act 
The curriculum in a maintained school promotes 

‘…the spiritual, moral, cultural, mental and physical 

development at the school and of society’ 



 

1992 Education Act  
introduced Ofsted. 

Each school now had a legal duty to promote: 

‘pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural 

development’ 

 

Ofsted 2015 
The judgement grade for SMSC development sits 

as a key indicator for overall effectiveness 

 



 

 

Inspectors base their judgements on: 

 
Pupils’achievement 

The quality of teaching 

Leadership and management  

Pupils’behaviour and safety 

 

Also, how well the school provides 

positive experiences for all pupils by: 
Promoting pupils’SMSC development through 

… planned & coherent opportunities in the curriculum 

… interactions with teachers & other adults 

 



 

 

Ofsted 2015 

Before making the final judgement on the overall 

effectiveness, 

inspectors must evaluate: 

 

effectiveness and impact of that provision for 

pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and cultural 

development 



Inspectors should investigate the impact of the 

curriculum on the pupils’SMSC development: 

• Lesson observations of different subjects like RE, art and 
music; discussion with pupils and staff will provide an 
important insight into how well SMSC is planned as part 
of the curriculum in other subjects 

• Observation of other activities; inspectors should 
investigate whether there is a coherent approach to the 
promotion of SMSC through activities such as tutorials, 
citizenship programmes and discussions with pupils 

• The range of opportunities created by the school for 
pupils to take part in a range of artistic, cultural, sporting, 
dramatic, musical, mathematical, scientific, technological 
and, where appropriate, international events and 
activities that promote aspects of pupils’SMSC 
development 

 



 

Promoting fundamental British values as 

part of SMSC in schools (from Nov 2014) 



 

Key points 

• maintained schools should promote 

pupils’ spiritual, moral, social and 

cultural (SMSC) development 

• schools have to promote fundamental 

British values 

• this aligns with the duty to promote 

SMSC  

 



What values? 

Democracy 

The rule of law 

Individual liberty 

Mutual respect 

Tolerance of those with different faiths & beliefs 

 


